Multifunctional theranostic contrast agent for photoacoustics- and ultrasound-based tumor diagnosis and ultrasound-stimulated local tumor therapy.
Biomedical imaging-guided cancer therapy should have capabilities of both accurate tumor diagnosis and high therapeutic efficacy for the personalized treatment. Various biomedical imaging-guided cancer therapies are currently being investigated to overcome current limitations that include low sensitivity of diagnosis and poor drug delivery to the tumor site. Here, we report the development of a multifunctional theranostic contrast agent demonstrating high sensitive photoacoustic and ultrasound imaging and effective local delivery of anticancer drug to a tumor site. A microbubble (porphyrin-MB) was developed using phospholipid-porphyrin conjugates to enhance ultrasound and photoacoustic signal intensities simultaneously. Paclitaxel-loaded human serum albumin nanoparticles (PTX-HSA-NPs) were then conjugated onto the surface of the microbubble. The developed PTX-HSA-NPs conjugated porphyrin-MB (porphyrin-MB-NPs) provided sensitive, dual modal images of a tumor at 700 nm optimal laser wavelength for photoacoustic imaging and 5-14 MHz operating frequency for the ultrasound imaging. In addition, porphyrin-MB-NPs efficiently suppressed tumor growth by ultrasound exposure. Exposure to the focused ultrasound triggered the collapse of porphyrin-MB-NPs, resulting in the local release of PTX-HSA-NPs and enhanced penetration into the tumor site. The increased preferential accumulation and penetration of PTX-HSA-NPs suppressed tumor growth 10-fold more than without exposure to ultrasound. In conclusion, the developed porphyrin-MB-NPs establish a new paradigm in simultaneous bi-functional ultrasound/photoacoustic imaging diagnosis and locally triggered release of nanomedicine and enhanced chemotherapy efficiency.